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About This Game

Don't let them catch you!

Sneak behind the guards and find your way around to reach your objectives,but be careful, you must not be detected!
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Are you ready?

You will play as a secret agent trying to stop a terrorist organization.

Attack enemies from behind or use a pistol, but ammo will be limited.

Your goal is to get thru every location and finish the mission. Sounds simple? We'll see...

The Impossible Challenge is self explanatory.

If it's too much you can try The Very Hard Challenge instead.

For those who don't like running out of time: No Timer Challenge and No Timer Challenge Plus.

Extra modes for more fun: Zombie Mode and Zombie Mode No Timer.

Main features:

4 difficulty modes (challenges):
The Impossible Challenge - limited time to finish each level, lots of enemies.
The Very Hard Challenge - more time and less enemies.
No Timer Challenge Plus - no time limits, the same amount of enemies as in The Impossible Challenge.
No Timer Challenge - no time limits, the same amount of enemies as in The Very Hard Challenge.

2 extra modes:
Zombie Mode - limited time to finish each level, unlimited ammo to kill zombies xD.
Zombie Mode No Timer - the same as Zombie Mode but without time limits.

Stealth game mechanics - sneak up, hide, eliminate enemies and don’t let them catch you!

Challenging levels with a lot of enemies.
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Title: EXON: The Impossible Challenge
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Simple Interactive Games
Publisher:
Simple Interactive Games
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 3.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 750 Ti or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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exon the impossible challenge

I won't buy again.. Best game to kill time :)
. Oh man, where do I begin, so I was about an hour in to this game, which I assume takes maybe an hour an a half tops to beat
due to how easy the puzzles are and how linear the gameplay is. And then I had to do a puzzle that required me to use a pocket
watch that I picked up earlier in the game, went to find the pocket watch aannnnnnd it's gone. So unless I feel like restarting this
game, and oh boy I REALLY don't, I can't beat it. I have played a lot of these types of games and trust me, there are much
better ones to waste your time on with far better writing and wayyyy better hit boxes in mini games and HO scenes.. OK this
game looks like fun but it has 0 customerization of the key and I don't think these kinda games are suitable to play in the
keyboard ! I hate actually playing it on keyboard !. Very funny and addicting game. Interesting idea and good realization. I want
more such games for Vive. Did you like super hexagon? same idea but 3d and just as infuriating.. Too basic. Too easy. No
challenge.. 300 Dwarves is a pretty basic tower defence game. With only twelve levels to play and five towers to choose from.
Plus a 700% price hike from the original iOS build justified by exactly nothing at all.

Full Review \/\/ http:\/\/www.honestgamers.com\/12299\/pc\/300-dwarves\/review.html
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The graphics are improved from the original game. A bit juvenile, but pleasant none-the less. You still manage to get roped into
the spirit of the game. I would purchase the sequel if another one pops up.. See my full review at 
http://gamingandfamily.com/game-reviews/airport-madness-3d-vol-1-2-review/

Vol. 2 is even better than Vol. 1, mainly because of the better selection of bigger, more challenging airports. Give it a try. You
will not regret it!. My First PC Game , it's about 10 years ago. Pretty cool puzzle game, and cool graphics.. One of the best game
series that has sadly never been finished. Looking forward to the success of Shenmue III so the franchise can complete the
story.. Umm, what just happened?? Interesting for 8p, but a shame there isn't a little more to do as I like the concept and the
art.. Good game.But I'm dizzy when I play it. There is genious here I think, such a simple premise and yet so unique, that said its
not calming to play, a lot of frustrating challenges and a lot of dying and sore thumbs, but so far I am enjoying it. Despite the
lack os some animations (probably due to budget), I did have fun with this game and enjoyed it. I do recommend it for those
that like point and click adventure games. A short, but very sweet and easy casual point-and-click adventure with several
original puzzles, and a handful of hidden-object scenes.

The artwork is superb! A careful mix of masterful 2D drawing and 3D animations perfectly captures a zany fairy-tale world.
The character expressions are especially delightful. I say this as someone who has played and reviewed many of these games:
this is some of the best art I have seen in the genre, and would stand its ground against any video games. Bravo!

It's refreshing to see new takes on old puzzle techniques. They're all easy enough, but still get you thinking in new ways.

If there's one negative, it's the music and sound. They're not bad, but the music is a bit old-school plinky plink, and sounds can
be weird. The frog princes, for example, are obviously a recording of some dude going "kwa kwa kwa" into a microphone.

I really wish this game were longer! But I still enjoyed it a lot.
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